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COLORED
Winners Dog
Daquila’s CREEKSIDE NO MERCY (CH Windsor & Legacy’s Red Hot Habanero ex CH Emred
Devil Wears Black) Large, upstanding solid brindle dog. Head somewhat flat in profile but with good
Roman finish. Could use more fill. Muscular neck into solid topline. Nice bone for size. Decent
angles at both ends and moves out well in all directions.
Winners Bitch, Best of Winners and Best of Variety
Whitehair’s SANDSTONE’S MOONLIGHT OVER THE MAIDENS WITH TERJOS (Megaville’s
Visions ex CH Terjo’s Touch of Magic) This girl is exactly what our breed needs – she’s a thug but still
feminine, not easy to achieve. Absolutely packed with virtue, her head is filled and turned, eye
placement is good, expression is punishing. Neat ears. Muscular neck into a shapely topline with lovely
spring of rib for a bitch of this size. Ample bone. Front is straight and rear is well-angled. She moves
out strongly, driving on muscular thighs and reaching well in front. A powerful bitch. My pleasure to
award her BOV from the classes over specials.
Reserve Winners Bitch
Cockburn and Prater-Piles’ FORMULA FOR THE POWER OF MOONLIGHT (Emred Huntsman
ex GCH Action Headed For Power) Corky, square tricolor – totally my style. She was very unfortunate
to run into the WB today! Head is wide and deep with lovely fill. Eyes are set correctly and ears are
expressive. Nice length of neck into a well-laid shoulder, short, strong topline and well-angulated rear.
Good bone for size, just not as many guns as my winner. A lovely, feminine bitch with all the right
attributes.
Best of Opposite Sex and Best Owner Handled
Parker’s CH NUANCE NIGHT TO REMEMBER (GCHS Soquel Millenium Seafarer ex CH Nuance
Nonetheless) A sound, square black brindle and white boy. Head is wide and deep, although profile is
somewhat flat. His head markings caused me to ask his handler to flip him around to the offside, where
his head appeared to be quite acceptable. His debit is a shortish neck that makes him appear ‘stuffy’.
He has good shoulders, a very short back and masses of substance, decent bone for size and his
movement is true all ways. Loved his square outline, which had him beating the Winners Dog for BOS.
Select Bitch
Parker’s CH NUANCE NIGHT IN TUNISIA (GCHS Soquel Millenium Seafarer ex CH Nuance
Nonetheless)
WHITE
Winners Dog
Magness and Lamonby’s EMRED FIRE SPY (Emred Devil’s Spy ex Emred Night Fever) A shortcoupled dog with a nice square outline, head not exaggerated in any way, a good honest boy without
exaggeration. Nice outline, enough bone for size, good ribspring and body volume on this moderately
sized dog.

Reserve Winners Dog
Frascone’s SINABAR MOUNTAIN RIVER MONROE (CH Crestmont’s Savior Faire ex CH Sinabar
Holiday Affair) I actually like this boy quite a bit and have put him up in the past. He has a large head
with good width, but lacks somewhat in fill and turn. Expression is typical, ears right up on top. Good
length of neck,
Winners Bitch and Best of Winners
Jones and Alvarez’ IMPERIAL’S AMERICAN BEAUTY (GCH Imperial’s Smokey Diamond at
Wilmar’s ex GCH Yoeckydoe’s Keepit Cool) A cobby beauty, this one caught my eye immediately
upon entering the ring. Head is filled, broad and deep, beautifully arced and with lovely topskull. Eyes
are well set and oblique, ears are neat and expressive. Good length of neck for this style of bitch into a
muscular and solid topline, held well on the move. Really good bone, solid ribspring and depth of chest
for one so young. She’s square and typey, well balanced and solid in every aspect. Movement was
good all ways of the ring, although elbow could be tighter. She pushed hard for BOV. .
Reserve Winners Bitch
Quiggle and Spurr’s AMAIZE BETSEY BARBOUR (CH Megaville’s Signing Off ex CH D Bar Sarah
Barracuda Tulsadoom) A charming youngster, this is a terrier style bitch. Head is moderate in every
aspect, turn and fill, expression is good, ears neat and up on top. Muscular neck leads into a short back
with a bit too much roach over the loin. Bone adequate for size. Immature through the body, but the
promise is there. Square and typey, she moves well for one so young.
Best of Variety and Best Owner Handled
Whitmer, Kilpatrick and Roff’s GCH BILLIANBULLY BELLIGERENT AT BOBUDDY (BoBuddy
Trafalgar ex Seasons in the Sun at BillianBully) What else can be said about this well-known girl? She
is a classic beauty – a bit upstanding and feminine all the way to her toes. Head is long and strong, filled
right up, with a lovely eye and expression, broad topskull with neat ears. Neck is long and balances her
well. Topline is good, just shapely enough. She is square in outline with just enough leg for her length
of back and a good tailset to finish it off. Would love more bone, but there’s always something. Outline
is feminine and balanced. Movement was good all ways, totally in sync with her handler. A top notch
bitch in any company, I was pleased to see her do well the rest of the weekend.
Best of Opposite Sex
Long and Parker’s GCH NUANCE NO FOOLING AROUND AT BULLIARD (GCH Aragon’s
Ruffin Around ex CH Nuance Nonsense) This boy exudes excellent breed type and expression. Head
is blocky and quite correct, and although not as turned as some, it is filled with bone and very masculine
in appearance. His eyes are deeply set, triangular in shape and well placed, as required. Lovely broad
topskull and strength of underjaw, something not often seen these days. Heavily-boned legs and broad
chest, very well-ribbed-up and with a strongly muscled neck of decent length, lovely short back, solid
topline and good angles at both ends. He moves with a true jaunty air, covering the ground with
authority.
Select Dog
Giles, Bankus and Grecco’s CH RUFFIN’S THANKS TO YOU ARAGON (GCH Yoeckydoe’s
Gamin ex CH Ruffin’s Rave Reviews of Aragon)
Select Bitch
Bozian’s CH BULDOR BULLAYR SPY WHO LUV’D ME (Emred Devil’s Spy ex GCH Bullayr
PieceofmyheartatBuldor)

